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Abstract. The detection of toponyms present in text has appeared as a useful
resource for many different applications, such as for social network analysers
and for geographic search engines. The variety of ambiguities present in the
geoparsing process represents one of the main challenges related to the
process of detecting toponyms, bringing the need for treating this problem
with careful attention. One important technique to detect toponyms is based
on the presence of influential terms, which are terms that could indicate the
existence of geographical references in the text. This paper presents an
approach to automatically identifying relevant influential terms for a given
language, as well as a set of attributes relating these terms with toponyms.
The technique presented here was validated with an existing geoparser, using
a training set based on online news. The results indicate the technique is
effective in identifying influential terms, and has shown that the geoparser’s
capabilities of detecting toponyms have improved by using the generated list
of influential terms.

1. Introduction
Since the early days of the internet, many changes have occurred, especially in the way
people perform searches on the network. In this scenario, new technologies related to
Information Retrieval (IR) have emerged. It has been found that users often describe
some kind of geographic context within their queries when performing a search in an
information retrieval system [Gan et al. 2008]. A study with the logs of the Excite
search engine showed that one fifth of all queries were geographical [Guillén 2007].
Thus, it is possible to realize the importance that the geographical context has in the
current internet usage, which made possible the rise of new technologies related to
geoparsing methods [Jones and Purves 2015] [Dhavase and Bagade 2014].
The geoparsing process consists of analysing documents, in order to find
geographic references in it. The core difficulty associated with the geoparsing process
consists of the different kinds of ambiguity associated with natural languages, including
ambiguities related to toponyms [Leidner and Lieberman 2011]. This kind of ambiguity
refers to the cases where it is not possible to determine if a specific name is related to a
geographic term or to another kind of reference, such a person’s name. This kind of
ambiguity can lead to undesired results, especially in geographic search engines, due to
the fact that these systems rely on geographic references found in documents (by the
geoparser) to satisfy the user’s geographical query.
For the geographic recognition in text, there are three main families of methods:
Gazetteer Lookup Based, Rule-Based and Machine Learning Based [Leidner and
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Lieberman 2011]. The Gazetteer Lookup Based consists of analysing texts elements
(words or characters) and search for this references in a predefined set of real
geographic place names, in order to verify if the searched term exists in a predefined
set. The Rule Based method uses a set of rules in a DSL (domain specific language)
encoding decision procedures, allowing an interpreter to decide whether a word is a
geographic term. The Machine Learning Based method basically consists in analysing
texts in order to find specific patterns that could indicate a presence of geographic terms
in the text, based in previously learned information.
One important type of pattern, that is useful to detect different types of named
entities (NE) in text (including geographic ones) is related to the detection of influential
terms (ITs). These terms generally appear near the named entity. For example, the term
“city of” suggests that the next term probably refers to a city name, making this term a
relevant case of influential term. Ratinov and Roth (2009) included this kind of feature
in a set of “context aggregation features” to develop a Named Entity Recognition (NER)
method that automatically detects token’s context based on existent terms in a distance
window, in order to determine their context in documents. Combined with other
approaches, this technique shows itself useful in determining the context of a correlated
NE. In a geoparser, this method helps determine the geographic scope of a term (city
names, state names, street references), and also helps in the disambiguation process,
allowing to decide if a reference is a real toponym or just a person's name, by applying a
contextual meaning to the NE.
The objective of this research is to propose an innovative method of
automatically detecting ITs for a given language. To achieve this goal, we developed a
set of heuristics with the objective of learning the relations between geographical terms
(toponyms) and other terms that could indicate the presence of geographical content in a
document. The heuristics presented here have been implemented within an existing
geoparser (Campelo and Baptista, 2009), which is part of a search engine prototype,
making possible to analyse the effectiveness of the presented method, based on the
number of ITs detected and based on observed improvements of the geoparser
effectiveness, in terms of corrected toponyms detected, false positives and false
negatives.
To execute both the training and parsing process, we used Brazilian news from a
major online newspaper (Globo G1 - www.g1.globo.com). News often have a strong
geographic component, since this type of documents frequently have associations with
the place where the readers live [Lieberman and Samet 2011], making this kind of
documents a good scenario for both training and geoparsing processes. In order to
analyse the results, we compared the detection rate between two cycles of training,
collecting informations about the toponyms detected correctly and incorrectly. It was
discovered a total of 1,211 ITs and, using these new terms, we observed the geoparser
was able detect more toponyms in the analysed documents, with a p-value =
0.00001924.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The next section presents
related work. Section 3 presents our proposed approach to identifying influential terms.
Then the experiments conducted to validate our approach is presented in Section 4. In
Section 5 we have the discussion of the results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper
and points to future directions.
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2. Related work
Toponym recognition and resolution have been studied in different contexts, such as in
information retrieval, social media geoparsing, geographic information systems and in a
large variety of different applications where detecting geographic references could play
a relevant role.
Many research papers related to this topic uses the idea of influential terms in
toponym detection. Gelernter and Balaji (2013) presented a method of geo-parsing
microtext with the objective to make these texts more readily usable for tracking news
events, political unrest, or disaster response by providing a geographic overview. Their
presented technique included the use of special cues (in, near, to, west, south) to
identify possible location abbreviations in microtext.
Keller et al. (2008) describes an automated approach to discover geographic
references taking the context into account, which relies on a window of words
surrounding the word to parse, providing a generalization of the gazetteer’s rule-based
geoparsing. This approach has the objective of geo-parsing texts from media reports to
track global disease outbreaks. Other methods also consider the context given by
neighbor terms in geographic references analysis [Rauch et al. 2003] [Amitay et al.
2004].
Campelo and Baptista (2009) used a similar technique, where the occurrence of
an influential term could increase the confidence that there is a geographic reference in
a given document. Dominguès and Eshkol-Taravella (2015) proposed a solution to
detect toponyms in custom-made maps also using predefined patterns based on verbs,
locative nouns and locative prepositions (e.g., to leave, departure, arrival, beside,
alongside, close to).
Although there have been proposed many approaches to detecting toponyms that
rely on the presence of influential terms in the geoparsing process, a common drawback
of these existing works is that they do not describe precisely how the list of influential
terms are built. Moreover, in most cases, the ITs are set manually by a user, rather than
automatically detected by a learning process.

3. Identifying Influential terms
There are two important factors that should be considered while designing a mechanism
for automatically identifying influential terms for toponym recognition: the type of
places and the types of georeferences the geoparser can deal with. The former refers to
the place types such as cities and states. Existing geoparsers normally define a hierarchy
of place types that it can deal with (such as city → state → country). The latter refers to
types of georeferences usually found in text that can be used to infer locality, such as
postcodes, phone numbers or place names. While place names can be used in a text to
refer to any place type, other georeference types may be mapped to specific place types
(such as phone area codes, which are usually associated with countries or states).
Influential terms, in turn, are usually employed in association with one or more place
types or georeference types. Thus, we say that an IT can be mapped to specific tuples
<georeference type, place type>. For example, “city of” may be an influential term for
cities when it is referred by its place name, but not by a postcode.
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As the solution developed in this research was implemented in an existing
geoparser (Campelo and Baptista, 2009), the influential terms identified were based on
the types of georeferences and places it is able to recognize. The types of places the
system is able to detect is based on a 5-level administrative hierarchy (i.e., city,
microregion, mesoregion, state and region). On the other hand, the system can process
place names, phone numbers and postcode as georeference types. In order to preserve
the capabilities of the validating geoparser, the method presented here will only allow
the identification of ITs related to the types of georeferences and the types of places that
are currently supported by the system. However, it should be highlighted that our
proposed solution is general enough to keep identifying additional ITs as the geoparser
improves its capabilities.
The aim of our method is to generate a dataset consisting of a table containing
all the influential terms identified and a set of related attributes, as follows:
● Term: an identified IT. There may be multiple rows in the table for a given IT,
each of which associated with different attributes.
● Distance: distance in text (in number of words) from the IT to the correlated
toponym.
● Place Type: the place type of the toponym that the IT is associated with (city =
1, microregion = 2, mesoregion = 3, state = 4 and region = 5);.
● Georeference Type: the type of the georeference that the IT is associated with
(place name = 1, telephone reference = 2 and postcode reference = 3).
● Relevance: the calculated relevance for the IT. This is a number between 0 and 1
that quantifies the influence of a term to the tuple <georeference type, place
type> when the distance between them in the text is equals to the value given in
the field Distance.
Another important challenge in developing a learning based method of
identifying influential terms is that it leads to a problem like the classic “the chicken or
the egg” dilemma: the identification of influential terms must rely on known toponyms
present in the text. However, for training a corpus containing thousands of news,
annotating those toponyms manually would not be feasible. On the other hand, for
automatically detecting toponyms, it is crucial to apply heuristics based on the presence
of influential terms. We have overcome this challenge by executing the previous version
of our geoparser on the training set for detecting toponyms. Afterwards, we could apply
our approach to identifying ITs. This process is illustrated in Figure 1 (the training
variables will be described later in this section).
The previous version of our geoparser relies on an IT table containing just 32
rows manually inserted based on human observations. Nonetheless, one could argue
that such geoparser would detected a significant number of false positives, which would
consequently affect the training process for identifying ITs. However, in this geoparser,
each detected toponym is associated with a confidence value (from 0 to 1), and only
those above a certain threshold is accepted. In a previous work (Campelo and Baptista,
2009), we found that the parser performs reasonably well (less than 30% false positives)
for a threshold of 0.5. Thus, in this task, we increased this threshold to 0.6, making the
results much more reliable (with approximately less than 10% false positives). The
counter effect of this is that less toponyms are detected (more false negatives), which
would not be acceptable for a geographic search engine, for example. However, in this
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case, the decrease in the number of toponyms detected per document does not affect the
efficacy of the training process for identifying ITs, as the training set of toponyms is
still large enough for this task.

Figure 1. The flow process of the training algorithm

3.1 The IT identification algorithm
The process of identifying ITs (last box of Figure 1) is illustrated in more detail in
Figure 2. As described above, our algorithm identifies toponyms using the previous
version of the geoparser. After this process, the mechanism stores information about
their preceding terms (Figure 1 - box 3), called IT candidates, along with information
about the correlated toponym, such as: the distance between the preceding term and the
toponym; the toponym classification (georeference type and place type). A rule
implemented in this stage asserts that each IT candidate will be associated with the
nearest toponym only. In other words, the rule ensures that there will be no other
toponym between an IT and its related toponym. By implementing this rule, we
observed a significant decrease in the number of false positives for IT identification,
that is, the cases where identified ITs were not syntactically related to the correct
toponym. In this process, if a repeated IT candidate is found, a counter associated with
this IT is incremented, which represents the number of times that the term is found in
correlation to a toponym, for the same classification and distance.

Figure 2. The process of Identifying ITs

The collection of preceding terms depends on a training variable called
MAX_DISTANCE. This variable represents the maximum distance that the algorithm
should consider when looking for IT candidates, always in backwards direction from the
toponym. For example, in the text fragment “The next olympics will be held in the city
of Rio de Janeiro”, if the toponym was “Rio de Janeiro”, and the value for this variable
was 3, the terms selected for composing IT candidates will be “the”, “city” and “of”.
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Our approach allows the identification of ITs composed by more than one term,
such as “south of” and “close to”. For that, another training variable should be
considered: MAX_COMBINATION. This variable expresses the maximum number of
words that should be combined to form IT candidates (i.e., the maximum length of an
IT). For the example of the text fragment given above, if the value of
MAX_COMBINATION was 2, the IT candidates generated would be “the”, “city”,
“of”, “the city” and “city of”. We found by empirical analysis that MAX_DISTANCE =
-6 and MAX_COMBINATION=3 provide best results. Hence, these are the values
adopted to perform our experiments. In this paper, we refer to ITs composed by just one
term as “atomic”, whilst those made by two or more terms are called “composed”.
After acquiring IT candidates, the algorithm performs a selection process over
these terms (Figure 2 - box 2) in order to reject terms that are not in conformance to the
predefined rules. This rules consists in rejecting terms with less than two characters in
length, terms formed by numbers, terms matching a specified set of stop words. These
rules have shown to be effective in removing candidate terms that could decrease the
quality of IT identification. Moreover, in this stage, the selected ITs must be in
conformance with another training variable: ACCEPTANCE_THRESHOLD: this
variable represents the minimum number of occurrences of an IT candidate in the
training dataset. That is, if the number of times an IT appears in the training set is less
than the value for this variable, it will be rejected and its relevance value will not be
calculated.
After the selection process, the remaining IT have their relevance calculated
based on the frequency that each one appeared in the training data (Figure 2 - box 3).
The IT relevance is an important parameter when performing the geoparsing process
using the discovered influential terms. This value can inform the geoparser how
significant the IT is when it appears preceding a specific toponym, in a predefined
distance. In order to calculate the IT’s relevance, the solution takes into account the
frequency of each candidate, based on the number of occurrences collected during the
training process.
For atomic candidates, the algorithm also considers the number of occurrences
that the IT appears in correlation to non-geographic references, in order to decrease its
relevance value. This approach aims to reduce the false positive cases for toponym
detection due to a significant reduction of the ITs relevance that are frequently not only
vinculated to geographic references. This step is crucial for calculating ITs relevantes,
as there are many terms that are frequently used to refer to a toponym, but are also
frequently used in other contexts, such as the term “in”. The approach to calculating the
relevance value for atomic ITs is shown in Equation 1.
𝑅𝑎 =

𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
× 𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + 𝑁𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

Equation 1. Calculus of atomic IT’s relevance

where:
● 𝑅𝑎 represents the calculated relevance for an atomic IT.
● 𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 represents the occurrence counter for each IT found, in the cases where
this term was associated with a toponym candidate.
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● 𝑁𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 represents the occurrence counter for each IT found, in the cases where
this term was not associated with a toponym candidate.
This is important to highlight that the system does not count occurrences of ITs
(atomic or composed) that are also part of other longer composed ITs, such as the terms
“in” and “north” which are both part of the term “in the north of”. This changes
significantly the way ITs and their attributes are identified, and we observed that the
geoparser efficacy improves considerably for detecting toponyms. For example, terms
like “north” and “south” are quite frequent, and could be stored in association with
distance -2, such as in “north of London”. However, as the term “north” rarely appears
without the preposition “of”, it could lead the system to detect false toponyms where
any term is between it and the IT, such as in “...they went to the north. In London,
people...”. Thus, by considering this rule, the atomic term “north” is discarded and the
term “north of” is stored in association with distance “-1”. The approach to calculating
the relevance value of composed IT is shown in Equation 2.

𝑅𝑐 =

𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
𝐶𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒

Equation 2. Calculus of composed IT’s relevance

where:
● 𝑅𝑐 represents the calculated relevance for a composed IT;
● 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 represents the occurrence counter for each composed IT found in
correlation with a toponym;
● 𝐶𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 is the number of composed ITs found during the training stage;
In both cases (𝑅𝑎 and 𝑅𝑐 ) the values are normalised by the algorithm before
completing the process and storing the relevance value in the IT table.
In Algorithm 1, we present the general idea of the proposed algorithm for
mining influential terms in the form of pseudo-code.
1. miningInfluentialTerms(trainingNewsList)
2.
n = trainingNewsList.size() // size of the training set
3.
listIT = [] //list containing the influential terms founded
4.
for (i in n)
5.
listPT = [] //list containing the toponym' precedent terms
6.
//collecting the toponyms from an individual news article
7.
listToponyms = trainingNewsList.getNews(i).getToponyms();
8.
for (tp in listToponyms) //collecting precedent terms from toponym
9.
listPT.addAll(tp.getPrecedentTerms());
10.
for (pt in listPT) //adding each precedent term to the list of ITs
11.
if(! listIT.contains(pt)) listIT.add(pt)
12.
else listIT.get(pt).incrementCouter();
13. for (itCandid in listIT) //removing precedent terms according to rules
14.
if(! accordingtoRules(itCandid))itCandid.markToRemove();
15. listIT.removeMarkedTerms();
16. for (it in listIT) //calculating relevances
17.
if (it.isAtomic()) it.setRelevance(calculateAtomicRel(it))
18.
else it.setRelevance(calculateComposedRel(it))
19. return listIT;
Algorithm 1. General idea of the proposed technique
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4. Experimental Evaluation
This section presents the experiments conducted to validate our proposed approach.
4.1 Experimental Units
The performed experiments were based on web news written in Portuguese, from a
Brazilian communication vehicle (http://g1.globo.com/). We decided to use this type of
document because news usually have strong relations to geographic areas, since these
documents often refer to the place where the readers live (e.g., city, state, country),
making these documents an excellent dataset of geographic references, both to the
training and the parsing processes. The news were collected in the year of 2015 by an
automated tool, developed to read an RSS feed and extracting their related news. These
news were collected from the “last news” category, due to this kind of subject could
bring us a large number of toponyms references, as this documents are frequently
associated with a specific place or region.
4.2 The prototype used
To validate the proposed solution, the methods were implemented in an existing
geoparser, that is part of a search engine prototype, called GeoSEn. This is a geographic
search engine, with the objective of retrieving web documents based on their geographic
scope, usually specified as a parameter in the user’s queries. As Campelo and Baptista
(2009) describe, GeoSEn’s geoparser implements a set of heuristics to detect geographic
references in web documents, and the presence of influential terms is one of these
heuristics. Each heuristic has a specific weight for the final value of confidence rate.
This confidence value is assigned to the toponyms found in the text (by querying a local
Gazetteer). In that geoparser, the ITs and their associated attributes must be informed
manually by the system administrator.
Structural adaptations were performed in the system’s geoparser, with the
objective of implementing the entire training phase showed in Figure 1. As part of our
implementation strategy, we used the original geoparser with all of its capabilities.
Then, by implementing the method of discovering ITs proposed in this research, we
obtained a new geoparser with the ability of detecting a large range of toponyms. The
original geoparser was used to detect toponyms (Figure 1 - box 2), making possible to
execute the first learning cycle based on this initial set of detected toponyms, generating
the first set of discovered influential terms (Figure 1). Then, this set of detected
influential terms can be used to detect toponyms more reliably, which can be the basis
for further executions of the training cycle (i.e., discovering ITs based on more reliable
toponyms), allowing an incremental process of learning influential terms.
4.3. Design of Experiments
The experiments performed in this research have the objective of answering the research
question Q, as follows:
● Research question (Q): Have the discovered influential terms improved the
toponyms detection rates?
● Null hypothesis (H-0): The discovered influential terms does not improve the
toponyms detection rates.
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To answer this question, our proposed experiment consists in training the parser
initially with 1,000 aleatory news (set D1) and, after the training process, executing the
trained geoparser with a test set of 5,000 news documents. After this first experiment
step, the process was repeated with 9,000 news as a training set, totaling 10,000 news
documents (set D2).
For sets D1 and D2, the system returned a copy of the analysed documents
containing the detected and rejected toponyms coloured in green and red respectively,
as HTML files. An example of this coloured output file is shown in Figure 3:

Figure 3. Example of a coloured output file

We selected an aleatory subset of 100 of such coloured documents that showed
differences between the number of accepted and rejected toponyms, totalizing 50
documents for each D1 and D2 (paired analysis), and submitted them for human
examination by a group of volunteers, in order to judge the quality of the toponyms
detection, in terms of correct detections (true positives), correct rejections (true
negatives), false negatives and false positives. These categories of detection were
considered separately for a better statistical analysis. The main steps of this experiment
are summarised as follows:
1. Training the geoparser with 1,000/10,000 news;
2. Executing the geoparser process with a test set of 5,000 aleatory news for D1
and D2 cases;
3. Analysing (manually) the output consisting of coloured HTML files, to collect
statistics about correct toponym detection, correct toponym rejection, false
negatives and false positives;
4. Comparing the results between the two training cases (1,000 and 10,000).

5. Results and Discussion
For our proposed research question Q, the experiments were executed in a paired
design, and the collected data did not show a normal distribution. Due to these
characteristics of data, we chose to use the Wilcoxon test in order to analyse a possible
improvement in toponyms detections for the training dataset of 1,000 (D1) and 10,000
(D2), respectively. After this first experiment, we reached the following results (Table
1):
Table 1. Results of Wilcoxon Test

Wilcoxon (α=0.05)

H != 0 (p-value)

H > 0 (p-value)
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Correct detections

0.00003848

1

0.00001924

Correct rejections

-

-

-

False negatives

0.00002601

0.000013

1

False positives

-

-

-

This result shows a significant difference in toponyms detection between the two
dataset sizes. The difference can be shown firstly by the case where H != 0. Here, we
rejected the hypothesis that D1 and D2 would have the same rate of correct detections
(p-value = 0.00003848). Still with regard to correct detections, we have the H < 0 case,
where p-value = 0.00001924, indicating that D2 detected a higher number of correct
toponyms in relation to D1 dataset size.
Regarding false negatives, it can be noticed a difference between D1 and D2 in
case H != 0 (p-value = 0.00002601), allowing us to reject the hypothesis that D1 and D2
would have the same correct rejection rate. There was still a significant change related
to H > 0 case (p-value = 0.000013), denoting that the system presented a higher false
negative rate when trained with D1 (in comparison to the D2 training dataset).
With reference to correct rejections and false positives, the results obtained for
both D1 and D2 were almost the same for most cases, what could result in a low
precision reported from the Wilcoxon test, due to the fact that this particular test
depends on pairwise differences between the samples. This characteristic led us to do
not execute the test for this two analysed values.
An additional experiment case was conducted, aiming to execute two
incremental training cycles with the same training dataset. This experiment consisted in
training the geoparser initially with 20,000 different news and collecting the number of
discovered ITs. After that, we executed the training system again with the same training
dataset, and collected the final number of detected ITs. Our objective was to determine
whether the system could detect more ITs even with the same training documents. The
results are shown in Table 2:
Table 2. Results for the second experiment

Parameter

geoparser (20000)

geoparser (40000)

Nº of discovered IT

1806

3014

This results shows a considerable increase in the number of detected IT as the
training dataset increases, denoting that the system learned ITs that could not be learned
in the first training case (with 20000 news). After the proposed experiments, we can
answer the question Q by rejecting the null hypothesis H-0, with p-value = 0.00001924,
as this value indicates that the learned ITs increased the number of correct toponyms
detected. The experiment also indicates a lower rate of false negatives associated with
the new IT detected (p-value = 0.000013).
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presented an approach to automatic discovery of influential terms from text.
The solution was implemented in a geographic search engine prototype called GeoSEn,
with the objective of validating the proposed methodology in a geographically oriented
system. The system’s geoparser has been adapted to learn the influential terms from a
training dataset and to report statistics of the execution of the parsing process, making
possible to perform further analysis of the obtained results. Our results indicate that the
proposed algorithm performed considerably well for automatically detecting ITs, as
well as indicate that the geoparsing efficacy improves significantly when these new
influential terms are used for detecting toponyms.
The methodology presented was validated with Brazilian news, written in
portuguese. However, there are evidences that it can be extended for many other
languages without further modifications of the parser’s code, which is intended to be
verified in future work. We believe that other relevant ITs could be identified if the
parser is executed for other types of texts, such as more informal texts from social
networks. This is also planned to be checked in future work.
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